EMPLOYERS FEEDBACK SUMMARY
Placement Session 2018-2019
The Training and Placement Cell of Sri Guru Gobind Singh College of
Commerce, University of Delhi, serves as an interface between the students
and the corporate world. The Placement Cell started its activities in 2005 to
institutionalize the process of summer training and final placements of the
students. Today, the placement cell not only provides opportunities to
students for their placements but also helps them in grooming up their
personalities by organising various interactive training sessions.
The cell has achieved great placement targets in the previous years and has
maintained its relations with all its employers. Each year the cell invites all
suitable companies for campus placements and takes pride in the companies
that visit our campus. Many companies like Ernst and Young, KPMG, Bain
and Company, Tresvista, Deloitte and many more have been satisfied with the
student pool and knowledge of our students and have been one of our
employers for many years at the same time many new companies join our list
of employers every year.

This session saw the participation of 26 renowned companies with some new
partners like Dell, Grant Thornton and many other making 200+ offers over
12 varied sectors. The number of offers procured by the students observed an
increase of around 30 percent over the previous year. The highest package
offered this year was 7 LPA by Zycus. This year had been nothing short of
success for placements opportunities for its students by providing them with
a thriving platform and pre-eminent exposure.

The given chart shows some of the percentage endorsed by talent acquisitions
and hiring committee for our college students. The feedback for
communicational skills were almost similar as of last year, however there
was significant improvement in profile knowledge and aptitude & reasoning
due to training provided in the following organized by the placement cell.

Candidates Skills and Personality

Communication
Profile Knowledge
Aptitude and Reasoning
Extra Curricular

Extremely hospitable placement group, impeccable management. Overall a
delightful experience as always.
-NANDITA VERMA, ERNST & YOUNG
Wonderful experience of campus hiring as always. Very well organised and
the Placement Cell was extremely helpful in all matters.
-ARJUN MEHTA, DELOITTE

Initiatives and actions taken by Placement Cell
In response of the feedback given by companies’ professionals, the cell
organized various personality development and skill enhancement sessions
and trainings to keep our students equipped and updated with the upcoming
challenges. Sessions like CV Development by Kumar Abhishek (Tathagat
Institute), Public speaking session by Ms Tanya Kathpal (founder of Eat my
News), EY GDS session on How Auditor works by Mr. Manan Sachdeva
were organized.
The Internship wing worked extremely hard to provide best of the internship
opportunities in best of the domains to our students with offers from
companies like Ken Research, IDBI Fedral, etc. The annual flagship event,
INTERNSHIP FAIR’19 was organized with saw 225+ students getting
internship offers at reputed companies like Paytm, Sharekhan, VQMS etc

